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Abstract— K-means algorithm is one of the unsupervised learning clustering algorithms that can be used to solve some problems such as marketing strategies, determining criteria basiswaa receiver, classifying documents until the vehicle identification number. Computational processing time of the sequential k-means algorithm is relatively high at the time of execution. This is because the computational processes executed according to a certain order before the next computation.

This paper proposed an parallel to accelerate the execution time of k-means algorithm which is utilizing GPGPU that supports high speed parallel computing. It will be implemented with CUDA from NVIDIA. The experiment results indicate that parallel K-Means achieve the acceleration on GPGPU.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Formation of clustering is one of the data mining methods that are unsupervised learning. Clustering is a tool for data analysis, which solve the problem of classification. Clustering of data mining is used to discover patterns of distribution in the dataset that can be used for the data analysis process. The similarity of the object obtained from the proximity of the values of the object attribute that describes the data, while the data object represented partially a point in multi-dimensional space [1].

There are two methods of clustering, namely hierarchical clustering and partitioning. Hierarchical clustering method consists of complete linkage clustering, single linkage clustering, average linkage clustering and centroid linkage clustering, while the partitioning method consists of k-means and fuzzy k-means. K-Means method is the most simple and common [2]. In 1967 Mac Queen developed a K-Means algorithm [3] which is one of the clustering methods are partitioning that separates data into different groups [4]. By iteratively partitioning , K - Means is able to minimize the average distance of each data to his cluster.

K - means clustering algorithm can be used to solve some problems such as marketing strategy [5], the determination of the criteria basiswaa receiver [6], classifying documents [7] to the identification plate of the vehicle [8]. The advantages of k- means clustering algorithm capable of classifying such objects efficiently thus improving the accuracy of clustering process [9]. However, the computational time required in the process of clustering is still quite high [10]. This is because the computation is performed in a sequential manner that is sequential and gradual , there is a queue process , each computing process must be completed before the next computations , thus requiring a high execution time [10]. Execution time is also influenced by the amount of data processed .

Another Disisis, utilization of the graphics card into the era of General Purpose Graphical Processing Units (GPGPU) , namely the use of graphics cards to work umum.GPU computationally capable of parallel processing that can be used to improve the performance of computing.

Based on these facts, in this study the proposed parallelization of the k- means clustering to obtain acceleration algorithm execution time.

On the other hand, the use of the graphics card into the era of General Purpose Graphical Processing Units (GPGPU), namely the use of graphics cards to perform computing umum.GPU able to perform parallel processing that can be utilized to improve the performance of computing.

The aim of this paper is to accelerate the execution time of k-means algorithm with a parallel. It will be implemented on GPGPU technology with a software platform which is CUDA from NVIDIA.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 summarizes the motivation. Section 2 outlines the preliminary concepts of k-means. Section 3 introduces the GPGPU technology. Section 4 explains the CUDA environment. The experimental result will be discussed in the section 5. The final section is a conclusion of the paper.

II. K-MEANS ALGORITHM ON THE GPU

The main idea of GPU-based k-means is that data-parallel, compute-intensive portions of traditional k-means can be off-loaded from the host to the device to improve performance. More precisely, data objects assignment and \( k \) centroids recalculation executed many times, but independently on different data, can be isolated into two functions consisted of massive threads, parallel executing on the device. Actually, each function is compiled to the instruction set of the device and the target program, called a kernel, is downloaded to the device.

GPU-based k-means has three fundamental issues to be addressed, though the SIMD processors are accomplished in parallel computing. First, flow control and data caching of the device are weak for its more transistors are devoted to compute unit. Second, compared with the data transfer rate between the CPU and GPU’s cache, the data transfer rate between GPU and CPU’s memory (global memory) is much slower, then only appropriate size of block and grid is capable of winning device’s power. In the end, the transfer time between the CPU’s memory and GPU’s memory is extra cost relative to traditional k-means on CPU. Performance enhancement can be obtained, as long as duty assignment for the host and the device, data storage, and parallel computing mode are reasonably designed and implemented.

In task assignment, the host is responsible for placing \( k \) objects into the space represented by the objects that are being clustered and rearranging all data objects and controlling iteration process, while the device for data-parallel intensive computing. In data storage, all data objects and centroids are stored as dynamic arrays on the device. We put all parameters in global memory as both other constant memory and texture memory are read-only and respective, which is insufficient to data. Another remarkable point is that the bandwidth between the device and the memory is much higher than the bandwidth between the device memory and the host memory. In our approach, the cluster labels transfer between the host and the device is very small. In parallel computing mode, kernel is assigned enough computing routine and massive threads may reduce the global memory latency. This frame of GPU-based k-means is designed by the architectures of CPUs and GPUs, which is adapted to not only CUDA.

III. GPGPU TECHNOLOGY

GPU’s are probably today most powerfull computational hardware for the dollar. The rapid increase in the performance of graphics hardware, coupled with recent improvement in its programmability, have made graphics hardware a compelling platform for computationally demanding task in wide variety of application domains. A lot of researches have been presented in recent years for general-purpose computing, an effort known collectively as GPGPU [11].

The performance of the GPU in computing general-purpose algorithms depends heavily on how the algorithms are arranged so as to exploit the parallel data processing power of the GPU. In our study, we have used Nvidia’s GeForce GTX 650. In graphics processing, the GPU...
receives commands for display in the form of vertices and connectivity details from the CPU. Today’s GPUs have very high memory bandwidth and parallel internal processors, which are capable to process streams of incoming data. These processing is performed in either the vertex or the fragment processor in the GPU using specific shader programs [12]. Computations in the GPU processors are data independent, which means that the processing that occurs in each processor, is independent of the data used by other processors. Currently, there is lot of research focus in the arena of implementing general-purpose computations in the GPU (GPGPU) to leverage on speed w.r.t unit cost function. Within the GPU, the fragment processors support parallel texture operations and are able to process floating-point vectors. Implementations of GPGPU are challenging and mostly utilize the texture processing abilities of the fragment processor of the GPU.

IV. CUDA TECHNOLOGY

To be able to maintain and take advantage of the GPU which is general purpose computation, there are some kind interfaces involves Open Computing Language (Open CL), Direct Compute, and also CUDA. All those interfaces have same characteristic although in the other side it has different programming interfaces. Open CL introduces by the Khronos Group which is a parallel programming used in CPU, GPU, Digital Signal Processors (DSP), and some other processor’s types [11]. Direct Compute is an API which is standart GPU computing platform for windows, namely Windows 7 and Windows Vista, it means this API can not be used in different platform, limited library, examples, and bindings [11]. While CUDA introduces by NVIDIA as a new parallel programming model, namely the general purpose parallel computing architecture for NVIDIA’s graphic cards or GPU [12] [13]. Refers to Jayshree et.al, CUDA is better than Open CL and Direct Compute based on some considerations involve a flexibility on various platforms, availability of documentation and examples, fully supported by NVIDIA, an availability inbuilt libraries, debugging with advanced tools, support the existing construct of C/C++ [14].

Moreover, CUDA programming model supports merging operations execution on the CPU and GPU. CUDA consists of both hardware and a software model allowing the execution of computations on modern NVIDIA GPUs in a data-parallel model.

**Table 1. Execution Time of Sequential K-means CPU**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data (N)</th>
<th>Waktu Eksekusi (seconds)</th>
<th>Uji Coba</th>
<th>Rata-rata</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>0.296</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>0.484</td>
<td>0.499</td>
<td>0.156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>1.763</td>
<td>1.404</td>
<td>1.451</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“NVIDIA CUDA is a SDK (Software Development Kit) released by graphic hardware manufacture NVIDIA with the purpose of making it possible for programmers to accelerate general-purpose computations by using the computational resources available to modern GPUs”. CUDA programming is an interface to be able to access the GPU parallel computing capabilities by writing code that runs directly on the device. In term of CUDA, the GPU is called device, whereas the CPU is called host. The CUDA architecture is shown in Figure 3 which comprises from several parts [23]. A number of optimized libraries for CUDA provided by NVIDIA, such as FFT, Blas, math.h, and so on. The main think of CUDA architecture is NVIDIA C compiler (NVCC). As mentioned earlier that the CUDA program is a mix code of GPU and CPU which is isolated the code of GPU and CPU by NVCC compiler. CPU will compile the GPU code. And for the GPU code, it is compiled into GPU's computing assembly code-PTX. GPU code that runs is supported by the CUDA driver.

The emerging of CUDA as a programming model is an extension of the C language written especially for the NVIDIA graphic card. In the GPGPU environment, the basic programming language used was on C or C++ based [15]. In the other hand, object oriented programming model are widely increase, it is natural to explore how CUDA-like capabilities can be made accessible to those programmers as well.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

In the experimental result, it is applying parallel kmeans on datasets. The experiment is implement on Intel Dual Core with NVIDIA GTX 650 and with 2GB main memory.
Table 2. Execution Time of Parallel K-means GPU

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data (N)</th>
<th>Waktu Eksekusi (seconds)</th>
<th>Rata-rata</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>0.296</td>
<td>0.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>0.484</td>
<td>0.499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>1.763</td>
<td>1.404</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. CONCLUSION

In the paper, the concepts of K-Means algorithm were discussed. Proposed framework of the parallel K-Means algorithm has been done within GPGPU technology. It is done on the GPU card that provided by NVIDIA, by using CUDA platform as a programming model. From the generated result, this framework is able to accelerate the execution time by parallelizing. The volume of the data to be computed effect on response time.
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